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Round 11 –November 9th 

Cadets 

Heat 1 

With a busy pack coming through the first 2 corners, Sammy Janes loses his 5
th

 place coming into 

turn 3. Helen Ballinger is showing real promise in lap two making a daring overtake on Cameron 

Jewell. Dale Whitaker is holding his own in first place, until Kameron Khan steals that away through 

turn 2 on the 3
rd

 lap. With a 7 second gap from 2
nd

 to 3
rd

 place, it would seem the places have been 

set for this heat. Kameron Khan in 1
st

, followed by Dale Whitaker (-09.682) and Ben Surtees-Wheat.(-

16.071) 

Heat 2 

Ben Surtees-Wheat pushes through the pack, but falls short through turns 2 to 5 dropping to 7
th

 

place, allowing the leaders to push away through turn one on the 2
nd

 lap, dropping down to the 

bottom of the grid. Oliver Mooij is chasing down Will Davison through the 3
rd

 lap, only increasing the 

distance from 3
rd

 place albeit with some contact.  Kallum and Kuba both making some errors in the 

same lap drops them down to last place due to the weather conditions, with the top three being 

Will, Oliver and Josh over 13 seconds ahead of the pack. 

Heat 3 

Sebastian pulls away from the pack in turn one, making good time on his competition. Helen makes 

a darting pass on Harry Windsor in lap 2 taking 5
th

 place just behind Oliver, Connor and Luke, with 

Sebastian still holding his ground in first. Ethan retires from this heat on lap two. Luke Richardson 

takes 1
st

 through some good battling around turn 5, taking that well held position from Sebastian 

who falls down -0.3s.  

Heat 4 

After a close battle between the front of the pack allows Luke Richardson to break away. Kuba is 

tr i g to ake sure that a ’t happe  sitti g -0.9s. Kameron and Cameron have a hard battle before 

Kameron flies through to 3
rd

 place, putting even more pressure on Kuba until he eventually cracks, 

allowing Kameron to take 2
nd

 place with Connor Brown following the line to gain 3
rd

 place. Finishing 

Luke, Kameron, Connor. 
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Heat 5 

Arthur King spins at turn four and loses four places. William Davison is leading after the first lap, with 

a 2.0 second gap with Boudewijn Long in 2
nd

 with Harry Winsor in a close 3
rd. 

Places are pretty set 

until the 5
th

 lap where Harry Winsor tries to make a break for 2
nd

 position but loses control and 

luckily is able to hold his ground in 3
rd

 place.   

Heat 6 

Sammy Janes holds pole for the start of this race, but Sebastian pushes through to get to first place 

at turn ten, with Connor Brown shaving his gap from 2
nd

 place only to steal it from Sammy Janes 

after they had a brief spin in the 3
rd

 lap, allowing Sebastian, Connor and Ben to push further up the 

track, with Kallum Batts heading the back of the pack in 5
th

 place at -25s. The race finishes after 6 

laps with Seb, Connor and Ben taking 1
st

,2
nd

, and 3
rd

 respectively. 

Heat 7 

Max, Josh and Reeza lead the pack running through the first lap, until Reeza is black flagged for an 

advantage by contact at turn 5. Oliver Hallsworth makes the most of this taking that 2
nd

 place but 

loses it coming into turn 6 after some good defensive driving. Boudewijn takes back his 5
th

 place 

after Reeza’s la k flag. Josh Griffiths loses o trol, goi g ide at tur  9, pulli g hi  do  to the 
bottom. Max has been keeping his lead, with Lewis Tyler taking 2

nd
 place at 8s behind, with Oliver a 

further 8s from that. 

Heat 8 

Arthur King takes the lead on the first lap, with Kameron taking that lead on turn 11 after working 

his way through the pack. After holding positions well for the 2
nd

 lap, Kameron and Luke are having a 

fierce battle for 1
st

 place, with Kuba joining the fight on Lap 3, all within 0.4s of each other. From the 

4
th

 lap Kameron pulls away from second place, cementing his victory for this heat, and Kuba taking a 

well battled 2
nd

 place 20 meters from the chequered flag. 

Heat 9 

Kallum Batts lead our last heat, with Helen and Oliver sitting just behind. The first lap shows great 

promise for the finals. Max forces his way to the front followed by Oliver Mooij. Helen loses her 

positioning through the 3
rd

 lap, dropping to 4
th

 place. Max is enjoying his ever increasing lead on 

Oliver and Sebastian, taking first position. 

C Final 

Dale Whitaker has the lead at the start of this final, followed by Kallum and Lewis. Cameron battles 

for 2
nd

 place on the exit of turn 6, pushing Kallum down to 3
rd

. Arthur King finds some errors in his 

driving spinning out an colliding with a tyre wall in the 3
rd

 lap. Sammy Janes pushes for 3
rd

 place 

coming into the 4
th

 lap, but Kallum is trying his hardest not to let up. Dale holds his position with a 

best lap time of 1:05:583 on the 7
th

 lap. A fierce battle has both Lewis and Kallum occupied in 4
th

 and 

5
th

 place. Lewis loses his mettle in the 10
th

 lap when spinning out when coming into turn 2, dropping 

him down to the bottom of the grid. 
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B Final 

Boudewijn Long leads our Cadet B Finals, with Helen and Kuba. Oliver and Harry Winsor take the 

lead come the 2
nd

 lap, followed by Joshua and Dale who are battling for 3
rd

 place, of which Kuba 

slides in to obtain that place in the 3
rd

 lap and then loses it  to Dale coming through turn 5. Joshua 

receives a calm down on lap 6 due to some aggressive driving though the middle of the circuit. Harry 

Winsor receives a black flag in the last lap after an advantage by contact after turn 10. This final 

finishes with  Oliver, Dale and Kuba in the top three positions, with Oliver moving up to the A final. 

 

A Final 

Kameron Khan has the front of the grid, followed by Luke and William. Kameron and Luke are having 

a good battle and Luke is ultimately the winner coming through turn 2. Oliver Hallsworth, despite his 

back-grid start has progressed through the pack managing to get to 3
rd

 place, but 3 seconds behind 

the leaders. Kameron continues his assault on 1
st

 place on the 4
th

 lap, and continues to gain time. 

Meanwhile Sebastian and William are having a tough battle around turn 11, which then leaves  

Sebastian to take the position and move up the grid to 6
th

 place, mirroring the overtake made by 

Oli er Mooij a lap efore. Ka ero  Kha  sho s ho  it’s do e,  taki g 1st
 position, Luke 

Richardson in 2
nd

, and Oliver Mooij in 3
rd

 place. 
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Juniors 

Heat 1 

Starting the race Matthew Tubby breaks from the pack in the first lap, battled aggressively by Archie 

For er ho a ages to s i g i  fro t, ith Le i A derso  taki g the ad a tage of Matthe  Tu ’s 

error in the 2
nd

 lap.  A tough battle between 3
rd

 and 4
th

 place proves Ben Lewis has what it takes, 

overtaking Harrison Pughe on Turn 3. By 5 laps in, Archie Forber takes chequered closely followed by 

Levi Anderson and Ben Lewis taking third. 

Heat 2 

Levi Anderson takes first position with Oliver Simpkins and George Hucknall following suit, but Dean 

steals that 3
rd

 place coming into turn 6. By lap two Brandon loses control through turn nine, with 

Harrison Pughe also making a wet error through turn 6 losing a position to 6
th

 place. Oliver snatches 

the lead at turn 4, cutting just in front of Levi after making up his -0.8  gap, only to lose it at turn 10 

in the 3
rd

 lap dropping himself down 3 positions. Dean finds the wet track a little difficult spinning 

twice on the last lap allowing Kai, Bailey, Harrison and Redmond to take a place each. The race 

finished with Levi taking 1
st
, George 2

nd
 and Oliver 3

rd
. 

Heat 3 

Starting with this heat, the weather starts to dry up the track bringing lap times down, the drivers all 

battle profusely for their right to first place. The first black flag being given to Brandon Miah for his 

driving errors after spinning on his own accord, and trying to pull out on traffic, bumping another 

kart which helped him gain a position. Archie Forber pushes from this pack holding his ground until 

turn six gives him some understeer, allowing Ben Lewis to take check, with Tyler Fossey close 

behind.  

Heat 4 

George Hucknall leads this heat, followed by Bailey Bateman who has a slight error pushing him to 

5
th

 place, but he battles back holding the outside line of turn 11 trying to take his lost positions back 

ut ulti atel  a ’t get the pa e. Follo i g lap three Baile  akes a other error o  the e it of tur  
4, committing an Advantage By Contact on Alfie Watts and receives a black flag. Kai Mack works his 

way through the crowd receiving a bumping warning from some contact during this. George has held 

his lead for the hole 6 Laps ut has ee  hased do   Red o d a d Kai ho’re battling for 

their 2
nd

 Position, but the finishing order remains unchanged. 

Heat 5 

Courtney Burton takes the lead into the first corner, while his competitors are having a few issues 

with contact coming through turns 2 and 3. On the 2
nd

 lap, Oscar Lancaster takes his 1
st

 position, 

despite being hounded down by Harrison Pughe, who loses some control at turn 4, and drops down 

to 5
th

 place. Levi drops from 2
nd

 place to 6
th

 but catches back up by the 5
th

 lap. Archie Forber 

completes a brilliant drive by working his way from last to first place. Dean Thomas loses control at 

turn 4, dropping from 2
nd

 to 4
th

 place, allowing Levi to move up the ranks. This heat finishes with 

Archie in the lead, Levi in 2
nd

 place and Dean taking, a struggled for, 3
rd

. 
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Heat 6 

Our last heat today is headed by Kai Mack, Brandon Miah and Alfie Watts. Dean Thomas spins out at 

turn two on the first lap, dropping to 8
th

 place. George Hucknall pushes his way up the grid during 

the 2
nd

 lap to 2
nd

 place, putting the pressure on Kai. Dean Thomas shows an aggressive style to try 

and win back some places. Luckily he manages to overtake half the grid and ends up in 3
rd

 by the 6
th

 

lap. Kai Mack has done incredibly well to hold onto the lead, especially with a good challenge by 

George Hucknall.  

B Final 

Oliver Simpkins leads our final out, followed by Tyler Fossey, keeping a clean line through the first 

lap. Tadhg, who was dropped to the back of the grid on start due to overtaking on the grid up lap, 

manages to bring himself up to 8
th

 place, but loses it after spinning out. Bailey Bateman pushes his 

hardest, getting him up to second place, while Harrison manages to hold his positioning through the 

3
rd

 lap. A collision after this paused the race momentarily, the driver involved was perfectly fine. 

Upon resumption, there was a good battle between Bailey, Harrison and Oliver which resulted in an 

advantage by contact after turn 4 on the 4
th

 lap. Alex Masefield and Brandon Miah use this to start 

battling for 2
nd

 position. Bailey takes chequered, with Brandon following suit, and Alex Masefield 

taking 3
rd

 place.  

A Final 

George Hucknall takes the reins on this Final, but this is quickly adjusted by Levi coming into turn 10. 

Kai Mack receives a black flag for advantage by contact at turn 2, and Dean also gets blacked due to 

over taking under yellow conditions. George regains his first position taking a neat outside line on 

Levi. Ben Lewis and Archie Forber are fighting for 3
rd

 during the 5
th

 lap. Levi and George just o ’t 
give up on each other, being within a -0.1s margin. George Hucknall drops down through to 4

th
, after 

his kart seemed to lose power, but he will not give up and battles to fend Bailey off his 4
th

 place 

finish. Levi takes chequered with Ben and Archie within a second behind. 


